
CHARLOTTE
PARTRIDGE
ORDWAY
JAPANESE
GARDEN

35
GUESTS

Experience a destination wedding

without leaving Minnesota. This secluded,

serene Japanese garden is adjacent to the  

Marjorie McNeely Conservatory, 

ceremony fees
ONE HOUR

$550   Monday - Thursday

$550   Friday

$600   Saturday

$550   Sunday 

ceremony Times
MAY - SEPTEMBER

This space may be rented between the

hours of 8:30 a.m. - 9:30 a.m. 

or 6:30 p.m. - 7:30 p.m. 

contact
COMO WEDDINGS

comoweddings@ci.stpaul.mn.us 

651-487-8250
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This garden is available during non-public hours providing you with exclusivity of the space
and better ease of parking.

Guests will enter the garden through the Historic Entrance or through The Ordway Gardens.

For ceremonies, you will have 60 minutes to conduct set-up, ceremony, photos and tear-
down. You may also use the Palm Dome for photos. Note, the Palm Dome is a shared space.
All other gardens in the Conservatory will be locked.

Most ceremonies take place on the viewing stone with the waterfall in the background.
However, you have access to the entire garden so you may choose your preferred location.

We provide up to four chairs for seating. The remaining guests will stand or they may sit on
the flat rocks during the ceremony.

When requested, we will provide you with a table for a guest book or unity candle. 

Bathrooms are provided inside the Conservatory near the Palm Dome. The rest of the
conservatory will be locked. 

There are no refunds if the weather doesn’t cooperate on the day of your wedding. Should
incremental weather occur, you can use the Bonsai Pavilion as a back-up or if your
reception is on campus, you could utilize that space. Note, the reception space will be set up
for the reception and the wedding would need to take place during the booked reception
time.

You may bring your own sound system or you can rent from us. Our system includes one
corded microphone, blue-tooth capability and a port for an auxiliary or lighting adapter. The
fee is $100. 

information


